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Child1(Parent): def __init__(self,...): for i in self.__names: self.__names[i].parent = self class
Child2(Parent): def __init__(self,...): for i in self.__names: self.__names[i].parent = self I might have a
dozen or so children inheriting from Parent and passing in their data on construction. For example,

Child1.__init__ passes in a field called self.name (and other properties) and Child2.__init__ might pass
in a field called self.color. I've noticed a problem when working with this in some other code. Let's

say I have a bunch of instances of Child1; I would expect that any of these would have a reference to
the instance of the parent, so that when I later reference a property of the parent (like self.name or

self.color), I would be referring to the correct instance. However, I have found that the self.name
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